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ABOUT US/THE COMPANY AT A GLANCE 
Sarker Trade International Ltd. has emerged as one of the unique trading company in Bangladesh. 

We have long time heritage in trading business in global sector as well as domestic market. 

Expectations are intended to be tested; and traditions meant to be broken. Only then a true leader 

arises from an improbable position. Sarker Trade International Ltd. has been silencing the sceptics 

by setting benchmarks globally with our products & services. 

 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. works as an exclusive platform where we manufacture, supply, 

and export-import jute bags, Tiles, Software & IT services and different types of food items as per 

the requirements of our clients in global market along with our domestic market. Here we work 

with the promise to manufacture and supply the best quality products & services according to the 

demands of our customers worldwide. 

 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. is in commercial business that produce, purchases products and 

sells it to their customers worldwide. We handles products in a wide range of industries and is 

involved in all stages of the supply chain from development and purchasing of raw materials to 

manufacture, processing, distribution, and sale, providing services with high added-value. Sarker 

Trade International Ltd. always focus to find frequently changing local & global customer 

demands, needs and to provide services that are a step ahead of the times.  

Sarker Trade International Ltd established in 2020, which based in Dhaka, Bangladesh. It is Trade 

Company which is understood by its name and deals with import and export in general. Our 

company has mainly focused on export of Jute Bags & Jute related products, Tiles, Software & IT 

solutions etc. on which we have many years’ experience. Later on, as demand from the 
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international market and new opportunities emerged, we started exporting some other food items 

like potato & different type of fish as our customers demand. We also working with fruit bread, 

jam, jelly, honey & different types of English breakfast items too. As a trading Company, Sarker 

Trade International Ltd. exports goods and products and involves in numerous related services.  

 

Mainly we started Sarker Trade International Ltd. with exporting jute bags & Jute related products, 

English breakfast items, potato and fishes etc. These products are provided rigorously by our 

experts from trustworthy sources, who involve themselves in natural farming applies. Our 

achievement is undistinguishably linked to our professional capabilities and team of highly 

devoted, skilled and trained workforce that allows us sourcing huge volumes of all our products at 

competitive prices as well as highest quality. Sarker Trade International Ltd. has robust backing 

from our suppliers who provide us access to the wealth of knowledge and products.  

Sarker Trade International Ltd. have vast experience in providing software & IT services all over 

the world and our local market. We satisfy our worldwide customers by fulfilling their demand 

with maintain world class standard. 

We have long time legacy in Tiles business. We serving in the industry for a long time. We have 

hands on experience handling local & international customers. We are always provide world class 

standard. Our company never consider with the quality and service of the tiles products. 

 

At the heart of all of this, is our employees. We take much pride in fostering an inspiring 

workplace, with an agile and high-performance corporate culture. We are also extremely 

committed to recognizing and valuing diversity across our teams. 

Over the years, Sarker Trade International Ltd. has executed several orders for Jute bags, software 

& IT services, Tiles and food items; successfully for various reputed organizations & other 

different types of customers in many countries which include Australia, Canada, Czech Republic, 

France, Germany, Guyana, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Malta, Maldives, Nigeria, Poland, 
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Singapore, Spain, Switzerland, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, United States of America 

and others. 

 

OUR MISSION 
Our Mission to reliably deliver high quality products and services through innovation, creativity 

and value. We are committed to meeting our client’s objectives by securing a superiority over the 

industry quality standards in a cost-effective and timely manner. We continuously strive to achieve 

long-term sustainability and high credentials by beyond our clients and staffs expectations. We 

wish to achieve a worthwhile environment for our people and financial prosperity through our 

relentless perseverance and proper management. 

 

 

OUR VISION 
Our vision is to become a world class organization with excellence in everything we do. This will 

be achieved through strong financial results and continuous investment in our people and 

infrastructure to enhance our local & global customer satisfaction and best in class business 

process 

 

 

OUR GOAL 
Our target is to achieve sustainable growth; we have established a vision with clear goals. Our goal 

is to become the largest producer and exporter in our business field .Our goal is to establish long-

term business relationships with global strategic partners (customers and suppliers) in an ever-
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changing dynamic global business environment, generating win-win situation for all parties 

involved and to promote international cooperation. 

 

SARKER TRADE INTERNATIONAL LTD. PRINCIPALS 

 Perceiving customer needs at utmost level. 

 Providing flexibility in sourcing, efficiency in service, competitiveness in pricing. 

 Fully satisfying the customers with fast, true and continuous information. 

 Customized solutions for customer requirements. 

 Being acknowledged as a leading, reliable and innovative service provider. 

 We are directly work for our environment that we are directly dealing with all eco-friendly 

products. 

 Sarker Trade International Ltd. always very much concerned about environmental issues 

and we therefore guarantee that our full manufacturing process is non-polluting, that we 

recycle all wastes and do not release any harmful materials into open land. 

 Sarker Trade International Ltd. is subsidizing to sustainable development by its economic 

activities combined with the fulfillment of its social responsibilities connecting to the 

education, health, safety and environment aspects. 

 

Sarker Trade International Ltd MOTTO.  
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OUR CORE VALUES……. 
Sarker Trade International have seven core values which describes who we are and what we do. 

In our promise to excellence, it helps us achieve our tenacity and achieve our vision. We are 

directed by these values that make a common understanding for ourselves and each other. 

 

 Integrity 

 We value the quality of being honest, fair and having strong moral principles. Our actions bring 

honor to ourselves and to our organization. Honor all commitments to our customers, employees 

and shareholders while conducting business with unwavering high standards of honesty, trust, 

professionalism and ethical behavior.  

 

 Quality  

Put the interests of our customers first and be dedicated to providing an individualized business 

experience that assures customer satisfaction and earns their unwavering loyalty.  

 

 Teamwork   
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We believe the best solutions are achieved from working together effectively and efficiently. Work 

as one solid team from the smallest unit to the Board of directors while developing and retaining 

leaders who continually raise the bar, provide direction, remove barriers and empower people to 

successfully achieve goals. We are dedicated to maintain a caring and supportive work 

environment that fosters a sharing of ideas, skills and resources. 

 Growth and Profitability 

Dedicated to continuous innovation and pursuit of new ideas and opportunities to accelerate 

profitable growth. We deliver value in all we do to assure consistently high returns to our 

shareholders, recognize and reward excellent performance, which drives superior result. 

 

 Excellence 

We make great efforts to achieve superior results in everything we do by delivering what we have 

promised and add values that go beyond expectations.  

 

 Trust 

We treasure our trust by depending on the reliance, partnerships and successes that we share with 

everyone. We will maintain this trust by upholding our core values. 

 

 Responsibility 
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We hold ourselves accountable and fulfill our commitments by sharing the responsibility for our 

company as a whole. 

 

 

 

OUR ETHICS 
Our culture is based on integrity and mutual respect. Our reputation in loyalty to the highest ethics 

in work is one of our valuable rules. We assume the responsibility of each work we perform. In 

Sarker Trade International Ltd., we do not accept any wrong behavior and ask our employees to 

follow such standards and the applicable local acts. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

VISIONARY LEADERSHIP 
Sarker Trade International Ltd. is the brainchild of three energetic young entrepreneurs, whose 

dream was to create the world’s best trading company. Their enormous experience together with 

a young and dynamic management team has created a challenging entity that is growing at 

remarkable pace. 
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WHAT WE DO/OUR BUSINESS VERTICALS 
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SOFTWARE & IT BUSINESS 
Sarker Trade International Ltd. is a leading, highly innovative software & IT company, systems 

integrator and technology provider, established to provide leading superiority intelligent technical 

solutions. 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. is leader software & information technology both in Global & local 

market. We as a specialized software-development company has the skill of understanding of your 

business needs and problem. Here we provide you the best solution through our up-to-date 

technology which will produce positive results at reasonable cost and proper usage. Additionally, 

our team constantly works on developing and improving our service performance to satisfy our 

customers in global & domestic market and maintain long-term relationship with customers. 

Sarker Trade International Ltd.; Managing Director himself a software engineer & IT specialists 

who always wanted to overcome the monotonous and create a company that would act in the global 

market not only for business success but for the sake of  software & information technology itself. 

We believe to contribute to progressive transformation of the society through software 

development and information technology improvement. 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. always offer cost-effective software development & IT services 

and solutions for global & local customers with projects both small and medium. We engagement 

vastly qualified software developers, IT experts and creative designers with years of experience in 

the same field. 
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Sarker Trade International Ltd. always provide service as it promised. We never break our 

commitment with our global & local customers. We believe that Customer Satisfaction, trust and 

believe will always be our Key for our business success. 

Team success depends on proper communication, transparency and human relations. We not only 

develop software’s, we also develop relationships. Through teamwork, with every new day the 

pursuit for obtaining new skills continues. Forever searching, testing, innovating, learning, moving 

ahead with our earnest hard work and commitment, influencing the future, and challenging our 

skills to create new openings. 

Our Software & IT Service for our global & local customers  

 

 

 

 

 

Software 
Development

Database 
Design

Graphics 
Design

Website 
Desgin & 
Hosting

ICT Support ICT Training
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 Website Design and Hosting  

Sarker Trade International Ltd. make design, develop and manage a customized website 

for your company/business/personal uses; as well as we can host that website too. Our professional 

team includes programmers and web designer so just about any theme, design, options or feature 

you wish we can make that for you. We offer you e-commerce website/mobile Apps, content 

management, email newsletters service, blogs writing, images and product galleries creation, 

integrated mapping, and much more according to our customers demand. Only you need to do just 

share your business idea with our expert team, and team will give you recommend a solution 

according to your business industry and target audience. 

 

 Software Development  

Sarker Trade International Ltd. is specialize in the development of custom made software 

applications according to our local & global customer needs. Specifically, we brings out custom 

programming, database design, client server and internet/intranet software application 

development. The skill that we have holds a wide range of custom programming skills involving 
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the latest and most effective development technologies, such as .NET (ASP.NET, C#, VB.NET), 

XML, Java, PHP, Laravel and many more. We develop software both for: Desktop Application 

Mobile Application Web Application; as per our local & global customers demand. 

 Database Design 

 Sarker Trade International Ltd. one of the key specialty is database design. Here we, design 

databases for our clients based on their exclusive business needs. We use both proprietary software 

like ORACLE, MySQL, MS SQL and Open Source Software products like PostGre, and InnoDB. 

Our Databases are lightweight and optimized to provide the best performance. Databases are 

generally used to store bodies of data which are too large to be managed on paper or through simple 

spreadsheets. At present most company use databases for accounts, inventory, personnel, and other 

record keeping as per business needs & demand. 

 Graphic Design  

Sarker Trade International Ltd. user experience (UX) and design specialists have a deep eye for 

end users’ needs. We always worth software that not only works properly, but has attractive design 

and easy to use. Our UI/UX design team consists of graphic design experts and our programmers 

and design testers are also trained in high quality design. Sarker Trade International Ltd. have 

experience graphics designer who provide world class design to our client according to their 

requirements. 

 

 ICT Support 

 Sarker Trade International Ltd. provides the consultation service about ICT to partners. We have 

a team of highly experienced professionals who are knowledgeable with trouble shooting 

computers, Network infrastructure and peripheral equipment. Our values for this service are very 

competitive and our response time is one of the fastest. 
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 ICT Training 

 Sarker Trade International Ltd. does not only provide the ICT support but also give our partners 

with preparation of the Human Resources through training for government or private sector to 

improve the quality of human resources. Our courses suite beginners as well as advanced users 

and cover Introduction to Computers, Windows Awareness, Word Processing, Spreadsheet, 

Database, Internet Access and Authoring, Local Area Network etc. We also offer specialty courses 

in Website design, programing, and database development and computer maintenance. We are also 

offer you our standard courses according to your needs. 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. also offer you some of our pre-
made software, which always can be customized according to 

your requirements. 

Some of Our Software for our global & local 

customers…. 

 

 Claim Management 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. presents a complete, fully integrated healthcare claim management 

system that caters all the necessary standard requirements. It presents a accessible, dynamic and 

flexible method to accommodate the rapid growth and constant changes in the parameters of 

healthcare insurance services. It has been designed according to the highest international standards 
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and codes in the healthcare insurance sector. Our hospital management software position itself as 

one of the most claim management software solutions available at present. 

 

 Hospital Management  

The Hospital Management System [HMS] is powerful software solution that allows hospitals to 

setup and operate in and outpatient healthcare processing and management. This software is fully 

customizable with incredible feature. This software is one of the unique comprehensive and cost-

effective hospital management software solutions. 

 

 Insurance Administrative Software 

Insurance administrative software is a unique business automation solution tailored to automate 

the supervisory end-to-end business process, which allows managing complete business workflow; 

collects all information and load it electronically and perform monitoring of the activities and 

performance. 

 Online Claim Approval  

The online claim approval is a system that designed to automate and generate the claim 

approval process to quickly and instantly generate the response through validating the 

submitted claim information against the insurance policy rules and conditions. 

 

 Online Claim Management 
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Sarker International Ltd. provide online claim management system for our customers. 

When it comes to vital loss and claim data, every minute become vital. The online claim 

management integrated to our solutions provides immediate and secured online access to 

policy and claims files, and much more. The online claim management allows on the-spot 

access to all of required data, right up to claims repository. Also it provides self-directed, 

validation and approval capabilities and contacts to medical support team members. 

 

  

TILES 
Sarker Trade International Ltd. has long term legacy in Tiles business. We was operating as Trade 

International since 1990. It was one of the best tiles companies in Bangladesh exclusively dealing 

with tiles for home & commercial sectors. Apart from the basic kitchen tiles, floor tiles and 

bathroom tiles, Trade International was also deals with ceramic tiles, composite marble, vitrified 

tiles, quartz stone, mosaic, engineered marble and a lot more, a part we had office & two exclusive 

showroom for retail customers. With the immense experience, love & loyalty of our customers 

from long 30 years in Tiles industry; now Trade international has come up with new brand name 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. With Our new brand name we are fetching more on international 

tiles market along with our local market. 

 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. has over the years introduced an extensive variety of designs for 

tiles for global and local customers. The color variations seen in Sarker Trade International Ltd. 

designs is a unique feature, which distinguishes them from other tiles available in the global & 

local tiles market. 
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In Sarker Trade International Ltd. you will find the new variety of glazed porcelain, fully body 

porcelain and ceramic tiles, from Italy, Brazil, Malaysia, Vietnam, Indonesia, India, China are 

available in many colors and finishes, including amazing wall cladding patterns according to the 

demand of our global & local markets. 

 

Tiles is widely used in the construction industry to keep the style, stability, and versatility of the 

construction. Tiles are mainly produced from various minerals and clays such as feldspar, zircon, 

bentonite, kaolin, and clay.  

 

The increasing population is one of the prime factors for the increase in demand for the ceramic 

tiles market. Moreover, the population shift from rural to urban areas in the world has elevated the 

growth rate even further. The total world population is expected to reach 9.5 billion by 2050, where 

the urban population will account for at least 66.4% of the total, as stated by the United Nations’ 

Population Division. A positive shift in the living standards will require improved hygiene and 

sanitation. 

 

Bangladesh, where the development is always growing, is among the biggest consumers of home 

furnishings material like ceramic tiles. The primary drivers of the ceramic industry in Bangladesh 

thrive in the housing sector. 

 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. meet the demand of our global & local customers with the rapidly 

change the style & design of tiles. Due to hectic lifestyles and work schedules, convenience and 

comfort are increasingly becoming important to all customers; hence Sarker Trade International 

Ltd. focus on stocking more varieties, styles, design and brands of tiles under one roof to give 

more options to our consumers. Sarker Trade International Ltd. always realized and offering more 

world class tiles; with the growing brand awareness among global & local consumers. Sarker Trade 
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International Ltd. supports global & local customers to gather information on various brands of 

tiles and compare the price, quality, and design of several products, with our products; after which 

they make a buying decision. Thus, the growth of Sarker Trade International Ltd. in the 

international sector is expected to have a positive impact on the tiles market in the coming years. 

 

 

 

 

Why Global & Local Customers choose Sarker Trade 

International Ltd. Tiles……. 

 Latest Designs  
Sarker Trade International Ltd. always provide new design of tiles; which are not available 
anywhere else, So global & local customers get variety of choice. 
 

 Superior 
Sarker Trade Ltd. always provide good quality material tiles to the global & local 
customers. 
 

 Sarker Trade International Ltd. gives non-fading imported ceramic colors or highest quality 

equivalent. 

 

 Good quality printing and painting because of latest trends know-how. 

 
 Our tiles are in good quality printing and painting. because we have the latest designs. 

 
 Standardized products  

Our all tiles designs have code numbers, names for each selection, have ordering code both 
for our local & global customers. 
 

 Complete Direction 
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Sarker Trade International Ltd. always give direction to our local & global customers 
regarding design selection, prices, area coverage, packing, communication. 
 

 Good Value for money 
Sarker Trade International Ltd. always provide prices are very competitive with other 
products in the local & international market. 
 

 

 

 

All types of industry standard Tiles are available in Sarker Trade 

International Ltd. for our local & global customers……. 

Tiles based on the Application 

 Flooring 

 Internal Wall 

 External Wall 

 Others (Roof, Ceiling, Countertop) 

 

Tiles based on the End-Use Sector 

 Residential 

 Non-residential 

 

Tiles based on the Region 
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 North America --USA 

 Europe --France, Italy 

 Asia Pacific --China, India 

 Latin America --Brazil 

 Spanish Tiles. 

 

Generally both global & local customers choose their tiles from 

the bellow tiles category of Sarker Trade International Ltd. 

 

 

 

 

Sarker Trade International Ltd.

Bedroom 
Tiles

Livingroom 
Tiles

Kitchen 
Tiles

Bathroom 
Tiles

Outdoor 
Tiles

Coomercial 
Tiles
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Bedroom Tiles 

After a day’s work who don’t want to feel welcome their cozy comfortable bedrooms. Our local 

& global customers can choose from a wide range of perfect bedroom tiles. 

Our bedroom is that place of the house where people spends most of their time to chill and to have 

a relaxing sleep after coming back from their work. Clearly, if a place is so special for everyone 

then the room decor should also be appealing. The first things that matter the most in the decor of 

a bedroom are the wall and floor tiles. All you need to do is to find the right choice of tile for your 

bedroom and to give an elegant yet comfortable look to the room. To make it easy, Sarker Trade 

International Ltd. has come up with some wonderful bedroom tiles collections which are popularly 

called bedroom tiles. There is a wide variety of bedroom tiles designs, color available at Sarker 

Trade International Ltd. for our local & international customers and all of them vary in their sizes, 

colors, textures, materials etc. Here are some of our bedroom tiles:- 
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Livingroom Tiles 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. has wide range of living room tiles is the quintessence of creativity 

and advanced technology. With classy looks, designs and expert finish, these living room tiles will 

make one of your favorite spaces in the house. Your living room is reflection of you. Tile can be 

a stylish way to add personality to your living room. It’s robust and easy to maintain which makes 

it a sensible choice for your high-traffic areas. Sarker Trade International Ltd. are expertly trained 

to help our local & global customers to find the perfect tiles for them. Look some our design 

available for our international & local clients. 
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Kitchen Tiles 

We’ve all been sufferers of the kitchen mess. A bubbling pot, a pan that splatters, a dropped bowl 

make cleanup easier in all of these situations with tile that protects your kitchen surfaces. Whether 

on the backsplash, the walls, the floors or all three, one of the best properties of tile is how easily 

it wipes clean. Tile is useful enough that you’ll always find one to coordinate or contrast with your 

cupboards, counters and existing decor. Sarker Trade International Ltd. has wide range of Ceramic 

Kitchen tiles is the epitome of creativity and advanced technology. Our tiles kitchen tiles are classy 

designs and expert finish, these kitchen tiles will make one of your favorite spaces in the house. 

For our all global and local customers we offer you variety of design, lookout some of kitchen 

tiles:- 
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Bathroom Tiles 

Sarker Trade International Ltd is the provider of the top favorite bathroom design ideas we love. 
Inspired by nature, these designs make your bathroom truly reflect luxury and spaciousness. Here 
are few images for our local & global customers can browse our huge modern collection of 
bathroom tiles. 
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Outdoor Tiles 

From Sarker Trade International Ltd. local & global customers can buy outdoor floor tiles to 

transform any external space. Bring your garden vision to life with tiles suitable for patios, 

balconies and decking, with a range of high-quality materials, styles and colours to suit any 

requirements. Tile is a great way to transform your outdoor living space. Our outdoor tiles has the 

long-lasting durability needed to hold up to weather and moisture, plus, it’s easy to clean and 

maintain. Sarker Trade International Ltd. right tiles design can complement our local & global 

customers landscaping elements to add beauty and elegance to their patio, pool and deck or dining 

area. We have it all for our local & global customer. Have a look few of our outdoor tiles image 

from our huge collection. 
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Commercial Tiles 

Commercial floor tiles can easily change the dull look of a space into a modern and contemporary 

one. Not only personal space requires eye-catching flooring but commercial places like a 

restaurant, offices, schools, shopping malls etc. also want beautiful and top quality tiles to enhance 

their beauty. Sarker Trade International Ltd. has wide range of commercial tiles is the epitome of 

creativity and advanced technology. We have classy designs and expert finish, these Commercial 

Ceramic tiles will make your space special look. Our global & local customers use our commercial 
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tiles on their Commercial areas such as offices, shops and shopping malls etc. You can always find 

your desirable commercial tiles from us. Have look at few of our commercial tiles image 
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JUTE BAGS 
Jute is often called "The golden fibre of Bangladesh". Being derived from a plant, jute is ecological 

and does not pollute the environment. The production and the use of jute have little effect on the 

earth's energy resources. In short, jute is Eco-friendly, durable & strong fiber being it's a shopping, 

packaging or fashion accessories jute has caught on in the world market. 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. design, manufacture and market a wide range of Jute bags. Our 

jute bags & jute products are largely used by departmental stores, hotels, health resorts, gift shops 

and corporate houses as promotional and daily uses. Our jute bags & other products are sold in 

over 55 countries around the world. Sarker Trade International Ltd. has strong international 

marketing & distribution network all over the world and the team efforts is a key element in the 

success of the lines. We always try to keep up with the latest trends and requirements which is 

essential in keeping the company at the forefront of development and innovation of our products. 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. is served by dedicated factory having in-house facility of cutting, 

stitching, printing, packing and quality control. We have a strong work force of craftsmen, 

designers and administrative staff helps in catering to the international & local customer’s needs, 

fashion trends and quality standards. Our competitive pricing and prompt delivery on agreed time 

schedule, has enabled us to witness rapid increase in global & local customer confidence. 

With the help of our customers, we continue to deliver quality products and services to help meet 

the jute bag needs of individuals in their countries. Our wide range of eco-friendly jute bags are 

now widely accepted in different parts of the world. 
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In Addition to that Sarker International Ltd. commitment is to bring the finest quality jute bags to 

our local & international customers within affordable price brackets. Right from procuring raw 

materials to advanced machinery – each and every investment made by us has assisted us in our 

way to prominence in the industry. 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. jute products are famed for being 100% eco-friendly. Our products 

do not contain any chemicals at all which can prove to be harmful to the environment. 

We have some category of jute bags for our local and international customer. Can see the jute bags 

category below:- 

 

 

 

 

 

Ju
te

 B
ag

s

Sonali Bags

Fancy Jute Hand 
Bag

Shopping Jute 
Bag

Weeding Jute Bag

Promotional Jute 
Bag

Festival Jute Bag
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Sonali Bag 

Sonali Bag is totally biodegradable and environment-friendly. This jute polymer bag is stable in 

water up to five hours and its tensile strength is 1.5 times higher than that of polythene bag. It also 

decomposes in soil within five to six months, whereas polythene takes several hundred years. It 

can be use in place of polythene. Sonali bag is an amazing thing and its applications and benefits 

can be endless. Sarker Trade International Ltd. gives you choice to buy customized sonali bag. 

This eco-friendly sonali jute bags can be used in garments and food packaging work and they are 

not harmful to human health. Sarker Trade International Ltd. provide sonali bag according to the 

requirements for our local & international customers. Have a look at some sonali bag image- 
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Fancy Jute Hand Bag 

 Sarker Trade International Ltd. provide variety of ladies fancy bags in all shapes and sizes. Our 

fancy hand jute bags takes absolute care in manufacturing such bags in accordance to the 

requirements of our local & global customers. Our variety of ladies fancy bags has carved a niche 

in competitive international markets within a short span of time. We manufacture and supply ladies 

jute bag, fashion jute bag, jute carry bag etc. at industry competitive prices. Can have look to our 

some fancy jute hand bags 
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  Shopping Jute Bag 

 Sarker Trade International Ltd. are manufacturer and wholesaler of heavy duty jute shopping bags. 

The handles are cotton padded. This bags are 100% eco-friendly and reusable. Jute Shopping bag 

made from 100% natural Jute. Modest and elegant due to its natural. In order to deliver a high 

quality lot of jute products, we make use of the best available resources and raw material. Also, 

we make sure that the material is sourced from the genuine vendors only. Sarker Trade 

International Ltd. export those bags in many parts of the world. Some jute shopping bag images 

are here 
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Weeding Jute Bag 

 Weddings are said to be an auspicious occasion and you might want it to be a real special one for 

your dearest guests too. Attract your guest by sending them customized invitations in these 

specially made Wedding Jute Bags. Sarker Trade International Ltd. have an array of wedding bag 

designs for you to choose from, or alternatively, you can choose to customize them as per client’s 

requirements. Our jute bags are not just spacious they are stylish and classy too. There are many 

different designs for each bag. You can also use these jute bags to give return gifts to your guests. 

The Wedding Jute Bags are designed in different shapes and sizes keeping in mind the versatile 

use it has. Can check some of the samples:- 
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Promotional Jute Bag 

These Promotional jute bags made of 100% natural jute fiber which is strong and durable. Sarker 

Trade International Ltd. offer our customers a large area for their logo, slogan, event, date or other 

information to be silkscreen printed, embroidered on. These natural jute bags are perfect for 

promotions, trade show giveaways, church events, creative projects, arts & crafts, gifts, school, 

birthdays, advertising your business and fundraising needs. Here are some of work example:- 
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Festival Jute Bag 

Is it a festive season? Sarker Trade International Ltd. are certain you will have many things to 

carry around and a lot many things to gift to your dear ones. If you are looking for festive jute 

bags, then you need to know you can't find better ones elsewhere if not here. Each of us love 

celebrating festivals. Sarker Trade International Ltd. always offer the right set of festive jute bags 

which are waiting to be getting delivered to you. Festivals are that time of the year when you are 

all set to have some fun and enjoyment. Some of our festival jute bag works— 
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FOOD ITEMS 
We all have to eat, so we consider it essential not only to ensure food safety, but also to focus on 

the health of our customers. We believe that you can only fully enjoy your working life and life 

outside work when you have a healthy body. 

We Sarker Trade International Ltd. export are a leading and distinguished manufacturer, exporter, 

supplier and retailer of quality potato, fresh fish, honey and English breakfast items.  It is one of 
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the main exporters of fresh fishes & potato to USA, Europe, Japan, Vietnam, Canada, Middle East, 

and South East Asia from Bangladesh. We always offers our local & global customers a wider 

range of English breakfast items like bread, jam, jelly, sausages  all from high-quality ingredients. 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. has grown to become one of the most successful and most 

competitive food items export-import & trading company in Bangladesh. We always export potato 

& fish items all over the world to our international customer at a reasonable price. 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. always represents high quality international products and brands 

that deliver not only value but also innovation, taste, nutrition, experience and unique packaging 

opportunities. 

 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. work in a dynamic way with suppliers and importers to develop 

products and systems in order to meet the ever changing demands of the markets. In order to 

support this we have a dedicated technical and developmental system led by our leading team that 

work closely with our suppliers, customers and importers. 

 

 

 

 

POTATO 
Sarker Trade International Ltd. export potatoes in different sizes in different parts of the world. 

Potato is known for its high carbohydrate content. We procure potatoes from well-known 

agriculturists and trusted framers. The potatoes are organically cultivated without the use of any 

harmful pesticides and chemicals. We take 6kg to any weight orders from our customers. Our 

potato is wholesome, fresh and hygienically packed. 
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We have a well-equipped and spacious warehouse where we store our potato’s in an organized 

manner. The potato’s can be easily stored on the pallets. We have different sections for our 

products. The thoroughly managed storage allows easy access. The unit is well maintained by the 

warehousing personnel. 

 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. packaging team ensures secure packaging of the potato’s. Our 

offered packaging protects the potato’s from extreme temperatures, water damage and 

contamination with other goods. It also ensures the necessary properties of food products are 

retained. 

 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. always pay top emphasis on the quality of the potato’s. Our quality 

control analysts, monitor the entire production process of our potatos.We have a rich vendor base 

which allows to cater to bulk orders. 

 

Our professionals have in-depth knowledge of the auditing procedures and inspect the final 

consignment in-depth before shipment. We have a well-equipped, spacious, neat and clean 

warehouse. We also have a packaging unit to ensure longer shelf life of the products. 

 

Have a look to our finest export quality potato 
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FISH 
Sarker Trade International Ltd. are enlisted among the outstanding suppliers and exporters of 

different types of fish. The fish we make available is fresh and rich in proteins. We take special 

attention about the packaging before the final delivery. The fish offered by us is sourced from 

known vendors of the market. All global & local customers are free to place bulk orders of the fish 

with us and we ensure their timely delivery within the promised span of time. 

 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. offer the finest fishes that are in tune with international quality 

standards. Acclaimed for their freshness, flavor and nutritional value, these fishes are doled out by 

us in retail or bulk quantities for our all local & global customers.  

Sarker Trade International Ltd. do comply with microbiological, chemical and hygienic 

restrictions required by the EU, USA and all other countries markets. In the same time, each fish 

is carefully examined by our expert quality control unit for the Histamine levels, Mercury levels, 

Color, Smell, Temperature & the Freshness. 

 

On the whole, Sarker Trade International Ltd. main desire & the aim is the total satisfaction of our 

valued local & international customers by providing the best quality fish at a competitive rate in a 

dynamic and a hassle free environment. 
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You can browse some of our premium quality export fishes which we do export in different part 

of the world:- 

Hilsha Fish 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. carved a niche amongst the most intervening names in this sector, 

promised in providing excellent quality collection of Hilsa Fish. This Hilsa Fish is finely processed 

by our reliable vendors using sophisticated technology under the strict care of skilled professionals. 

Also, this product is available at reasonable price. 
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Fresh Prawn 

Fresh Prawn contains a large amount of selenium which is one of the healthiest antioxidant 
essential to promote healthy cells. It is also enriched with zinc which helps in boosting immune 
system and increasing bone strength. Our Fresh Prawn is sourced from the reputed vendors of 
market. 

 

                       

King Prawn 

Sarker Trade International Ltd., the well-established domain of market widely deals to provide our 

local & global customers fresh and high quality king prawn at their doorstep. Our king prawns are 

a good source of proteins, vitamins, minerals and omega-3 fatty acids. Also, these king prawns has 

suitable length and thickness. 
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Pomfret Fish 

Silver pomfrets are a species of flat-bodied butterfish. They are found in abundance in the Bay of 

Bengal. They are also called White Pomfret due to their distinguished white color of the body. 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. will provide you best quality pomfret in any part of the world. 

      

 

Rohu Fish 

Rohu fish is considered as one of the healthiest meal enriched with omega-3 fatty acids; which are 

highly essential for the accurate functioning of brain and eyes. It does not contains saturated fats 

and hence ideal to improve heart health as well. Sarker Trade International Ltd. fresh Rohu fish is 

hundred percent fresh. 
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Koral Fish 

Delightfully flavored and neatly sliced into Bengali-cut this fish is a delight to your cuisine because 

of its delicateness, richness, and tenderness. Lean and luscious, get creative with this fillet. Though 

mild-flavored, it imparts its delicious flavor to your favorite curries. Sarker Trade International 

Ltd. offer you high quality koral fish for your desire cuisine. 

 

 

           

Tuna Fish 

Tuna fish is very rich in Omega 3 fatty acid; has a medium flavor, medium oiliness and moist 

flesh, which quickly becomes dry if overcooked. The cooked flesh is creamy brown in color and 

breaks into large flakes; there are very few bones to worry about. You will find top class tuna fish 

available in Sarker Trade International Ltd. 
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BREAD, HONEY, TEA, JAM, BUTTER, NUTS 
The classic English breakfast is becoming increasingly popular in Bangladesh as well as all over 

the world. 

Today, Sarker Trade International Ltd. has emerged to be one of the biggest names in the English 

breakfast items such as bread, jam, honey, butter, tea, nuts etc. export-import, supply & retail sell. 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. are committed to being leading innovators and quality providers 

in the English breakfast market, year after year. We fully committed to consistently deliver on the 

expectations of all our local & global customers with 100% dedication, responsibility and loyalty. 

We are passionate about producing premium quality healthy breads, jam, honey, butter, tea and 

deliver what is expected from us with clear focus on hygiene and quality. We give highest 

importance to product diversification and development according to potential market trends and 

consistently improve existing products standards. 

 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. as a leading brand with huge experience, we have already carved 

a niche for ourselves in Bangladesh market. Our breakfast products are being exported to various 

countries in the UAE, Qatar, Oman, Nepal, Malaysia, Mauritius, South Africa, Ghana, Kenya, 

Nigeria, Seychelles, Maldives, USA, Sri Lanka, Fiji, Guinea, Freetown, Kenya, Tanzania etc. 
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Bread 
Our bread is very delicate and fluffy and can be eaten with Choco spread, jam, cheese spread and 

butter for breakfast. We offer you few types of bread. Those are 

 White Breads 

 Sandwich Bread 

 Brown Breads 

White Bread 

Being the largest selling brand of breads in Bangladesh, we growth every day to bake fresh, high-

quality wheat breads so that you can start your day on a nourishing and delightful note. 
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Brown Bread 

Whole grain fiber meets the distinctive flavor of malt extract to create a treat enriched with vitamin 

B. Here’s to making sure you get your daily dose of goodness from Sarker Trade International Ltd. 

            

 

Sandwich Bread 

We will provide you high quality sandwich bread which makes your sandwich more delicious & 

tasty. 
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Honey 
Sarker Trade International Ltd. offer best quality honey with a grade certification. This is rich 

honey having medicinal content also used for medicinal purpose. We collecting honey from our 

trusted sources. 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. has cemented its presence among the renowned exporters and 

suppliers of honey. We believe in the concept of delivering customers satisfaction first. Our honey 

is efficiently delivered in the market with tamper proof packing to ensure air-tight packaging and 

safe delivery. The honey which we offer gives a rich taste and has lots of health benefits too. Also, 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. honey soothes and heals skin wounds. Our global & local 

customers can obtain these from us at nominal rates. 
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Tea 
Bangladesh produces the finest tea due to the favorable geographic conditions. Sarker Trade 

International Ltd. export high quality pure tea all over the world. We offer different varieties of 

tea to our local & international customers. We export & retail sell different types of tea to our 

customers. 

Black Tea 

Our top hill black tea is more oxidized than any other company. It is stronger than all other less 

oxidized tea. Black teas are processed in either of two ways, CTC (Crush, Tear, Curl) or Orthodox 

method. For medium and lower quality leaves CTC method is more efficient. Orthodox process is 

for processing high quality leaves either by hand or machine. Hand process is highly preferred for 

maintaining the quality and its blend for several years. 
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Green tea 

Green tea has become the raw material for extracts used in various beverages, health foods, dietary 

supplements, and cosmetic items. Many varieties of green tea have been created in the countries 

where it is grown. These varieties can differ substantially due to variable growing conditions, 

horticulture, production processing, and harvesting time. Sarker Trade International Ltd. can offer 

you all types of high quality available green tea to our local & global customers. 

        

Dried Tea Leaves 

Backed by our team of dexterous professionals, we have emerged as a successful exporter and 

supplier of Dried Tea Leaves. Our Dried Tea Leaves are highly demanded in the market owing to 

their rich and strong taste. The Dried Tea Leaves that we offer has lots of health benefits as these 

help in remaining active. These also help in prevention of cancer and increase mental alertness. 

Our tea leaves are tested on various quality parameters to ensure the quality. 
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Fruit Jam  
Sarker Trade International Ltd. mixed fruit jam & jelly is a delicious blend of different kinds of 

fruits. Our fresh fruit jam is mouthwatering stuff you should grab at earliest instance. We offer 

these fruit jams in extensive diversity such as mango, pine apple, fixed fruits etc. They are quite 

remarkable for their exact similarity of their taste with the original fruits. They are produced from 

natural fruit pulps. Our mixed fruit jam & jelly enables you to enjoy the taste of seasonal fruits 

throughout the year. Whether you are in the mood for a classic Bread-Jam sandwich or an indulgent 

sweet snack, you can slide your spoon/knife into a jar of our Mixed Fruit Jam. Can see our 

collection. 

 

Mango 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. presents the king of fruits to your bread and breakfast with our 

mango fruit Jam. From your senses to your stomach all will have something to feast upon. Bring 

home your favorite mango jam and enjoy a delightful breakfast. 
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Pineapple 

A perfect basis to your morning breakfast, Sarker Trade International Ltd. brings to you the 

pineapple jam. Tangy and Sweet just as the real pineapples. A sweet-and-sour treat that anyone 

would enjoy, a long-lost golden treasure dug deep to your kid's tiffin box. Such is our pineapple 

Jam. 

    

Mixed Fruits 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. mixed fruit jam is a combination of various fresh fruits and flavors 

like apples, grapes, mangoes, oranges, bananas, pineapples, strawberries and papayas. So, the next 

time you want to whip up a bread and jam delight for your family with an assortment of flavors, 

open a bottle of this smooth, sweet fruit jam. 
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BUTTER 
Sarker Trade International Ltd. are dedicatedly involved in manufacturing, supplying and 

exporting Butter all over the world & as well as our local market. Sarker Trade International Ltd. 

being the top names in the butter industry, we always offer first-class collection of fresh butter that 

are valued for high quality and natural flavors. Our entire product range is processed using natural 

cow milk cream and is easy in tender. Fresh Butter is in strict adherence with set quality standards 

and guidelines. Our company has all the necessary logistic resources and connection to make on 

time delivery of orders. Our butter is unrefined, untreated, non-deodorized, unbleached and does 

not contain any chemicals. When you buy Sarker Trade International Ltd. butter in this form, be 

confident you are purchasing the most authentic intact raw butter experience. 
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NUTS 

Nuts can be eaten in various forms and are known to be powerhouses of nutrients. Sarker Trade 

International Ltd. import dry foods from different parts of the world includes different types of 

nuts. We work on the import of dry fruits from many countries in the world. 

Please check some of our dry food items:- 

CASHEW NUTS 

The Cashew Nuts import from different countries of the world includes several varieties of the 

nuts including BPP-1, BPP-8, VRI-1 so on and so forth.  

   

Walnut 

Walnuts are rounded, single-seeded stone fruits of the walnut tree. Walnuts are rich in fats, fiber, 

vitamins and minerals. Sarker Trade International Ltd. import walnuts from different countries has 

been increasing over the years. This may be because of the several health and medicinal benefits 

of walnuts. Our export includes world class walnuts. 
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Almonds 

Almonds are commonly referred to as nuts and are teardrop-shaped edible seeds. Almonds are 

primarily fruits of the almond tree. Sarker Trade International Ltd. import tones of nuts from 

overseas every year in Bangladesh. The popularity of almond nuts has been growing in the local 

market. This is the reason why Sarker Trade International Ltd. import almond nuts from different 

part of the world has also been growing rapidly.  

   

Hazelnut 

The hazelnut is primarily the fruit of the hazel. It is small in size, round with a cinnamon colored 

shell and white-yellowish flesh. It is also rich in oil. Sarker Trade International Ltd. in Bangladesh 

import a huge quantity of the hazelnuts each year. Due to the growing popularity of hazelnut, we 

import hazelnut from different parts of the world on a rise.  
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CONCLUSION 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. is one of the leading trade export-importer in Bangladesh. We are 

involved in supply, retail sell, export-import high quality of Tiles, Jutes bags, different types of 

food items and software & IT services in large volumes to our local & global customers spread 

throughout the whole world. Sarker Trade International Ltd. has the capability to deliver large 

volumes with in specified time schedules .For every product & services that Sarker Trade 

International Ltd. produce, manufacture and supply, we maintain best care for the best quality. 

And this is the thing that makes us a popular brand name in the industries where we operate our 

business. 
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CONTACTS US 

 

Contact Details 

+8801841-444303 

info@stilimitedbd.com 

+8801841-444303 

www.stilimitedbd.com 

Sarker Trade International Ltd. 

sarkertradeinternationalltd 

 Sarker Trade International Ltd. 

 Sarker Trade International Ltd. 

 Sarker Trade International Ltd. 

 
KHA-51, Nikunjo- 02, 

Road No-06, Dhaka-1209, Bangladesh. 
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Thanks You…. 


